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Phoenix stores asset details in addition 
to survey data. Assets can be imported 
into Phoenix from a variety of sources 
including GIS platforms. Surveys from 
multiple trucks or databases can be 
merged into one master database. 
Surveys can then be sorted or filtered 
based on defect, pipe scores and more.based on defect, pipe scores and more.

ANALYZE
Share inspection data seemlessly with 
major asset management and mapping 
programs. Survey data can be shared 
by exporting to PACP, LACP, MACP 
standards or using our Player export - 
a stand alone application that allows a stand alone application that allows 
users to view inspection video, 
observations and reports without 
needing to install the program.

COLLABORATE
All the tools you need to collect and 
orgainize mainline, lateral and manhole 
inspection. Survey footage is recorded 
with highly customizable captions and 
automatically stored and linked to your 
survey. Pictures are automatically 
taken when you log an observation 
allowing you to create simple picture allowing you to create simple picture 
reports after your survey.

CAPTURE

PipeLogix offers specialized pipeline inspection software for the 
collection of CCTV surveys and report generation.  Our software 
and it’s modules make the collection of mainline, lateral and 
manhole survey data easy.  Once collected, survey data can be 
used to create actionable reports or even exported to other 
programs such as ArcGIS and CityWorks.  Our software packages 
are also flexible to meet your needs in both the truck and office 
environment.environment.

Founded in 2004 in California, we are very proud of our products 
along with their growth and recognition in the marketplace.  Our 
dedicated staff through both our California and Michigan offices 
always puts the customer first and offer customer support from 7 
 to 8  EST.

ABOUT PIPELOGIX

PACP Versions 6 & 7 Certified 
Inspection Software
 
Compatible With all CCTV 
Inspection Systems

Full Integration With ArcGIS 
And Cityworks Platforms

Industry Best Customer Support Industry Best Customer Support 

WHY WORK WITH US?
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Phoenix is compatible with all CCTV inspection systems. Our new software 
controlled on screen display and captioning system gives you full control of text 
style and scheme from within the program. Additionally, captioning and text 
overlay can be uniformed across your fleet even when using a variety of systems.

    

 ,  & 4 
Phoenix integrates IBAK’s newest SoftControl system and is 100% compatible with 
their MainLite portable system, MiniLite push camera system, BS10 control unit 
and PANORAMO 4K systems.

 
Recycle bin stores all deleted data or media and allows you to recover them if 
needed. Additionally, Phoenix maintains a transaction log of all changes made to 
your database where you can undo changes or roll your database back to a 
previous date.

 
Data synchronization makes maintaining a master database easy. Only new 
surveys or updates to your existing surveys will be moved to your master 
database. No more worrying about duplicates.

 
Phoenix’s expanded licensing options allowing us to break features out into 
multiple licensing levels. This allows you to only pay for the features you need. 
Additionally, you may license your software with a dongle, network dongle or on a 
per computer basis software license.

 
The new Reports Binder feature makes creating deliverables easy. Inside the 
Reports Binder you can generate and organize all your survey reports into one 
document. Additionally, you can add customizable cover pages, table of contents, 
page breaks and your footer.

 
Databases can now be created using SQL server as well as Access databases. 
Previous surveys that were created in Access can also be converted into a new 
SQL server database.

KEY NEW FEATURES

CAMERA SYSTEMS

Proteus
IBAK
Envirosight
Aries
CUES
Rausch
SubsiteSubsite
And More

OUR PARTNERS

DATABASE OPTIONS
Access
SQL Server
Oracle

RECORDING OPTIONS
MPEG-1
MPEG-2
MPEG-4
WMV
High Definition (H.264)
PANORAMO

OPERATING MODES

Versions 6 & 7

PipeLogix’s next generation PACP reporting software: Phoenix. For Phoenix, our 
development team started from scratch to build an all new program offering 
unmatched ease-of-use, customization, and flexibility. Phoenix also comes loaded 
with new features built to meet the growing needs of our customers.

INTRODUCING PIPELOGIX PHOENIX
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